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“Everything is music.”
—John Cage
The exhibition FEEDBACKSTAGE represents an attempt to explore the abolition of the
border between the closed and the incomplete. It seeks to be a refusal of the total
determination of a real work, defined by temporal and spatial lines, and its sensually limited
reception, and represents the desire to develop a discourse without precise limits.
In various media such as installation, photography, video, and drawing, the artists shown
here engage with music and its various “instruments,” like the measurement of time,
improvisation and interpretation, performance or notation of history and memory.
Curating an exhibition on the subject of music and fine art represents a challenge in several
ways. Against the backdrop of the avant-garde currents of the early twentieth century, with
its discourse in manifestos and theoretical writings on the dissolution of the genre
boundaries between music, theater, film, and the fine arts, there is the danger of becoming
formalistic or dogmatic, of succumbing to a renewed establishment of hierarchic relations
between the discursive and the visual. During the latter half of the twentieth century, John
Cage became the key mediating figure between the fine arts and music, after shattering the
term “music” and opened it to neighboring disciplines. His principle of “calculated chance”
and the call to “do it yourself” pursued in the Fluxus movement led to an expansion and
almost insoluble mixing of realms. Bernhard Leitner, originally from the realm of
architecture, understands sounds as a construction material, exploring in his experiments
the impact of sound architecture on the body of the spectator. He draws new borders in
our structure of perception, by organizing the space into zones where certain tones are
heard and felt and in zones that are found beyond what is heard.
Performative and actionistic structures of the Fluxus and Happening movement, which
extended to the destruction of music instruments with enormous physical exertion on the
part of the artists, were omnipresent, both on the rock stage and in the exhibition space.
But how far can the “anything goes” strategies directed at the destruction and
deconstruction of the representational culture and the establishment of classical music lead
before they become arbitrary?
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The works of artist and experimental musician Christian Marclay are forceful studies on
various kinds of sound. In the works on view in this exhibition, the artist focuses his
attention not on its audible qualities, but on the way in which sound is visualized and
translated to other forms. In his installation, compiled of computer hardware components
and electronic junk, young artist Albert Mayr plays on the performative staging of music as
known from punk and rock concerts. The setting is reminiscent of a stage that has just
been left, on which the still resonant sounds awaken the energetic affects that are
remembered after a concert.
The works of the American artists Janet Cardiff/George Bures Miller and Cory Arcangel play
with the scandalous performance of “The Star Spangled Banner” at the legendary
Woodstock festival in 1969. Jimi Hendrix played the American national anthem with the
distorted and howling sounds on the electric guitar. It was said that he was imitating the
sounds of falling and exploding bombs to protest the Vietnam War. In Janet Cardiff and
George Bures Miller’s work, the exhibition visitor can become a virtual guitarist. We
unexpectedly hear the protest song at full volume as soon as a visitor steps on the pedal of
the amplifier. Quite in contrast, Cory Arcangel removes the element of protest by applying
the autotune function of the Apple music program GarageBand to the song, and, as it
were, leveling the sounds. The visual “found footage” material, in contrast, remains
unchanged. The visual memory distracts us from the acoustical changes. By linking visual
and acoustic performance, the memory of the legendary performance remains unaltered.
The artists gathered in this exhibition all come from a generation that grew up with the selfevidence of an expanded art concept and the accompanying softening of the borders
between existing genres due to the avant-garde currents of the past century. These
strategies, leading to the limits of the dissolution and destruction, have also provided a
chance for the freedom to explore new dimensions and to accept the playing rules and
imitations of genres to use them to open various perspectives.
“The relationship between the work that has to do with the eyes and the work that has to
do with the ears is naturally not the same because the eye isn’t an ear. And the eye for
instance, is used to looking at the world and so sees the horizon and is concerned largely
with horizontals. Whereas the ear is interested in time and the succession of events, and so
is interested in the vertical” (John Cage).
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